
   Class Notes 
Class: III 

 

Topic: Lesson-21  The Earth  

                                &  

            Lesson 22 Beyond the Earth 

    

                   (Revision Worksheet) 

Subject: EVS 

 

Note: The content is for practice. 

Choose the correct option: 

1.Deep inside the earth there is  

a. Hot, molten rock  b. ice-cold water   c. ice frozen rock    d. hot solid  rock        Ans: a. hot, molten rock    

 

2.The hot, molten thing that comes out of volcanoes is called  

a. lava                          b. crust             c. core                        d. soil                                    Ans: a. Lava                      

 

3. The power of the earth to pull things towards itself is called  

a. atmosphere          b. gravity                c. volcano              d. rotation                           Ans: b. gravity  

 

4. The movement of the earth on its axis is called 

a. rotation                 b. season              c. weather                  d. revolution                      Ans: a. rotation 

 

5. The topmost part of the crust is 

a. air                          b. water                c. sunlight                 d. soil                                Ans: d. soil                 

6. A star in the sky that seems fixed in the north 

a. Pole star               b. orion                c.  scorpius               d. moon                               Ans: a. pole star 

 

7. A  heavenly body that revolves around a planet is called 

a. Constellation      b. satellite            c. star                      d.    purnima                        Ans: b. satellite 

 

8. The sun is a                       

a. planet                 b. satellite              c. star                    d. solar system                      Ans: c.  star 

 

9. When the moon looks like a slice , it is called  

a. new moon     b. full moon                  c. half moon         d. crescent moon            Ans: d. crescent moon 

 

10. A heavenly body with light of its own is a  

a. planet                 b. satellite              c. star                    d. solar system                      Ans: c.  star 



  

 

 

Answer the following questions. 

1. How long does the earth take to complete one rotation? 

2. Why does the moon seem to change its shape? 

 

               

Draw and label the diagram of :  

1. Rotation of the earth 

2. Any two constellation 

           

 

                                                  Rotation of the earth                                                    

 

                                        

                           Orion (Constellation)                                                  Scorpius (Constellation) 

 

NOTE: The above content has been absolutely prepared at home.  

 


